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PENETRATION INTO THI RARER MEDIUI 
IN TOThL REFLECTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Total reflection occurs when an electromagnetic wave travelling 

in the optically denser medium is incident upon a plane boundary, 

separating the denser from a rarer medium, at an angle 2 equal to 

or greater than the critical angle. Let the denser medium be 

medium i and the rarer medium be medium 2. Then the critical angle 

is given by 

= sin1 n , 

where n = '2/n1 is the relative index of refraction of the two media. 

The above condition follows immediately from Snell's Law, which 

states that 

sinÇP 
= n 

sink' 

where is the angle of refraction. Obviously, when = 900, the 

refracted ray is parallel to the boundary between the two media and 

total reflection takes piace. Also, ' 90° gives sint 1, and the 

above expression for 9 results. 

It is knovni that electromagnetic energy enters the rarer medium 

in total reflection (i, pp. 299-301) and (8, p. 614.). It will be 

shown that with reference to Figure i the reflection and transmission 

coefficients are functions of n, , and d/À where d is the 

thickness of medium 2 and À is the wave length of the electromagnetic 

wave in medium 2. This theory is due principally to Hall (2, pp.93-9 
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He performed optical experiments, using thin totally reflecting 

material (air), but his results are not conclusive. The difficulty in 

obtaining quantitative optical measurements is emphasized upon 

realization that the disturbance penetrates approximately one wave 

length into the rarer medium and that thè wave length of light is of 

the order of lO cm. 

The only experiments with centimeter waves are those of Schaefer 

and Gross in 1910 who used l cm. waves and apparatus which is very 

primitive according to present day standards. A literature search 

reveals that no modern microwave experiments have been performed in 

this field. Certainly precision measurements could be made with 

modern microwave equipment. Therefore the purpose of this research 

is to obtain and present quantitative measurements of the depth of 

penetration into the rarer medium in total reflection by use of the 

latest microwave techniques, and to develop a rigorous treatment of 

the theory involved. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS: 

An electromagnetic field may be characterized by four vectors: 

electric field strength E, magnetic induction B, electric displacement 

D, and magnetic field strength H. These four field vectors are assumed 

to be finite throughout the entire field, and at ordinary points 

(points in whose neighborhood the physical properties of the medium 

are continuous) they are assumed to be continuous functions of position 

and time, having continuous first and second derivatives, At ordinary 

points, these vectors satisfy Maxwell's equations. 
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For a homogeneous, isotropic, non-conducting medium, Maxwell's 

equations (7, p. 23) are in the M.K.S. system of units: 

(I) VXE + O (III) VB = O 
(1) 

(II) VxH-4=O (Iv) VDO 

The divergence equations follow from the curl equations by taking 

the divergence of (I) and (II) and integrating with respect to t. 

Maxwell's equations are supplemented with the following equations: 

(2) D = E and H = l/ B , 

where e and /1 are the inductive capacities of the medium. 

Taking the curl of (I) and substituting VXH from (II) gives 

V xE) + / T - 
= 

or 

Vx(VxE)E+ 

The vector expansion of 'x( VxE) gives 

V (7 E) - 7 2E = _16 

Since from (Iv) VE ; O, the resulting equation is 

(3a) 

and similarly 

2w V2E=/ue 

(3b) V211,,,aE 



Thus E and H both satisfy the saine wave equation. Consider the 

special case of a plane wave solution, where the wave is propagated 

in the positive z direction, and where E and H are independent of x 

and y on planes of constant z. Consider the behavior of E, which is 

assumed to vary with z and t in an exponential manner. 

i( Wt-kz) 
(Ii) EE0e 

where i = , and E0, ¿Q , and k are constants. Substituting () 

in (3a) gives 

-k2 E e±t_ /6w2 E0 e01t_1 

() k±W/7 

where the wave is propagating in the direction of increasing z for k 

positive, and in the direction of decreasing z for k negative. 

Hence ()4) represents a disturbance varying sinusoidally in both 

space and time, with frequency f w/21T wave length ' 2w/k 

and velocity of propagation y given by 

(6) vAf 0)/k. 

Substituting () in (6) gives for the velocity of a wave in the 

positive z direction 

1 
(7) v= 

The definition of and /1 is usüally given as 



(8) 6 = O /4' 

where 

= dielectric constant 

/Ç-_ permeability 

and = inductive capacities of free space. 

Equation (7) becomes upon introducing (8) 

where 

and 

i 1 ___ = 

['c»ç, 

C ____ = 3x108 meters/sec. 

n = 

Thus for a nonmagnetic medium ( 
/Ç 1), the disturbance is 

propagated with velocity y = c/n, where c is the velocity of light in 

free space and n is the index of refraction n V. 
So far, the consideration has been a wave propagating in the z 

direction. In general, a wave, whose wave normal has direction 

cosines p, m, and n, is given by the exponential factor 

jw(t - _____ 
lo) e y 

where y c/n is the velocity of propagation and the planes 

px + my + nz = const. are planes of constant phase. To simplify 

analysis, let the yiave normal be in the xz plane and let the angle of 

incidence be the angle between the wave normal (i.e. the direction 



of propagation) and the positive z direction. Thip = sin , in = 0, 

n = cos5P, and (10) becomes 

i w (t - _ia _ 
+ Z 

(11) e V 

For a wave whose wave normal makes an angle P- with the 

positive z direction (for example a reflected wave), p sin 92, in 0, 

n = -cos92, and (10) becomes 

(12) eil4)(t 
1c09 

) 

Consider the nomenclature and coordinate system of Figure 1. The 

planes z = O and z d separate medium 2, which is the rarer medium, 

from medium 1, which is the denser medium, The inductive capacities 

and velocities of medium 1 and medium 2 are,,H1, and y1 and/f2, 

62, and y2 respectively. There are two cases of- interest for a plane 

wave incident on the boundary z = 0: 

Case I. E perpendicular to the plane of incidence (the xz plane). 

This will be denoted as E. 

Case II. E parallel to the plane of incidence. This will be 

denoted as E,,. 

Consider first Case I where E is polarized in the y direction 

and use (11) to express the incident wave, 

(13) E e 
9 

) vi 

where the amplitude of the wave is assumed to be unity. The x 

component of H is of interest, since on the boundaries z O and z d 



the tangential components of E and H must be continuous. 

The x component of (I) of equation (1) is 

___ 

Use of (13) and the fact that Ji obeys an equation of the same form 

give s 

or 

Using (7) H becomes 

cosq 
y1 r = iW/ul H 

= cosçß 
T? 

/U1V1T 

H- J_- 
co5fE. 
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Thus the incident wave (denoted by superscript (i) ) in the first 

medium is given by 

(i1) 

(i) i 't) (t 
E e y1 
y 

= - /Ti,fiuî. cosP 

The use of (12) gives for the reflected wave in the first medium 

(denoted by superscript (r) ) 

( l) 

(r) iW(t - X Sin9- Z C0S9) 

y 
Re vi 

11(r) ii cos9 E(r) 
X 

1' 
y 



where R is the amplitude of tangential E in the reflected wave. 

Tangential E and H for the transritted wave in mediwn 2 are 

given by expressions similar to (lt). For increasing z, 

(16) 

For decreasing z, 

(17) 

X Sin1'+ Z CO55i) ET' e1t - V2 

}=- /cos"E1. 
/" 

x sir»"- z cos'," 
- mn V2 

HU \[3-1 cost'4 
X 

Equations (16) and (17) take account of multiple reflections, 

where the phase differences introduced are included in T' and T", 

which are to be regarded as complex (2, p. 91). 

The transmitted wave in the third medium (denoted by superscript 

(t) ) which is again medium 1 is given by 

(18) 

E(t) = T e(t _ z cos9 

y 
vi 

(t) r- 
H - - V7ç cos9' 

4t) 

The boundary conditions that hold at a surface of discontinuity 

between t7o media are derived in most texts on electromagnetic theory 

(7, pp. 3L-38). 

Tangential components of E and H are continuous at 
(19) 

a surface that contains no charge or current. 



Application of (19) at z 0 gives 

E(1) + E(r) = E' + E" 
y y y y 

(20) 
i)+H(r) 

+H::: 

(21) 

At the surface z = d, the boundary conditions are 

+ E = 4t) 

In order that all the terms in (20) at z O have the same 

exponential factor, the f oflowing relation must hold: 

(22) 
= sin6' 

Since the permeabilities 
/' 

and 
/'2 

are only negligibly different 

from for two perfectly transparent inedia, 

vi - fí 
-VE! * 

Also from (9) 

2. 
2 

n 

(23) =:c sinf 
6, 5ifly, 

By virtue of (22) the exponentials in (20) cancel giving 

1 + R = T' + T" 
(2J) 

COS)Z' 
1 - R = (T' - T") n 



From (21), upon setting 

V2 

which by (6) reduce to 

uiLd cosy' 

= d C0597 
V 

1 

y = d cosy' 
A1 

the following relations are obtained: 

(2g) 

Tt e1 + Tt eU T ei\r 

-. 1co 
Tt e - T" e = T e V 

n cosp 

A brief digression from the problem of finding refléction and 
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transmission coefficients will now be made in order to point out a few 

significant facts regarding total reflection. From (23) the angle of 

refraction' at z O becomes 900 when sin n. For greater angles 

of incidence, sin1' 1, so that ' must be imaginary. To find the 

physical meaning of this note that 

(26) cos i' = ±t,/1 - sin2Y' 

For total reflection, where sing-' > 1, (26) becomes 

(27) cos5L' =-iY:-i 

where the negative sign is chosen, since otherwise the amplitude of the 

disturbance in the rarer medium would increase with distance of 

penetration. The expression for u now becomes 
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21TdrT2 2 u----ysin9' -n 

The disturbance in the rarer medium is given by 

iw(t_x5114' +ZCOS5i/) 
(28) e 

Introducing (27) into (23) gives 

jW (t x Sifl5) _WiI1 i 
Z 

(29) e y2 e L' 

n 

The first term of (29) represents a wave propagated in the x direction 

with velocity < V2. The second term indicates that the 

disturbance is damped out exponentially as z increases, becoming 

negligible when z is a few wave lengths. Slater and Frank (6, p. l2L) 

remark that since the disturbance is so small, it is not observed 

unless special experiments are devised to find it. Thus the surfaces 

of constant phase are parallel to the yz plane and the surfaces of 

constant amplitude are parallel to the xy plane. Since EXH has no 

component normal to the surface z O, none of the energy of the 

incident wave is carried away, but it must all reappear in the 

reflected wave. Hence this phenomenon is called total reflection. The 

angle of incidence 

(30) =sin_ln , 

which must be exceeded to have total reflection has already been 

defined as the critical angle. 

Upon returning to the problem at hand, R is eliminated from (21.) 

by adding the two equations. This results in the following expression: 



(31) 2 = n cos 
T! + (i 

n cos)Tlt 
CO$f COS? 

Eliminating first T" and then T' from (25) gives 

(32) 

2T' = (i + cosc) 
T 

n cosyì 

2Ttt = (i -! COSV) T 
n cosi' 

Substitution of (32) in (31) yields 

T e(1+n 1+ )e' + (i-n 

T e + )eU + (2-n 

which reduces to 

(1- 
') 

e_u] 

1COsç -u1 005,e 
j 

n cosq' coSk 
T e (2n cosq'cos + n2cos2J' + cos2 )eU + 

(2n cos9 cosi' -n2cos2' - cos2' )e 

Introducing (27) into the above expression gives 

-iv -2 i cosqV 

:: = 

-2i COSfi;2? 2()_ [2(5ifl2V -i) ( 
e"-e') 

-iv = 2± cos 

2i cosy? cosh uin 0 

The complex conjugate of (33) is 

-21 e 
(3h) TeiV 

-2i cosy cosh 

p Vsin29 - n2 

:;2-+ (sin29 -cos29 -n2)sinh u. 

sjn2qì _ n2 

+ (sin2q-cosf -n2)sinh u 

12 
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Multiplication o!' (33) by (31t) gives 

(3g) \T - cos9 (in2 2) - 
1 cos2 cosh2u(sin2Çl) -n2) + sinh2u(sin29 -cos2P -n2)2 

The denominator of (3) can be simplified by using the identity 

cosh2u = 1 + sinh2u. 

The denominator of (3g) then becomes 

sin2u ftsin2p -n2)2- 2cos2 (sin2 -n2)+cos9 +cos2 (sin2p 
_2 

+ìcos2çv (sin292 -n2) 

which reduòes to 

sinh2u(l - n2)2 ) co5292 (sin2V -n2). 

Equation (3g) can now be written as 

(36) T = IT!2 = (sin4 -n2) 

L CO522 (sin2f -n2) + sinh2u(l-n2)2 

Equation (36) is thus the transmission coefficient for E perpendicular 

to the plane of incidence. It is seen to be a function of n, ' , 

and d/A2 

To.obtain the reflection coefficient, subtract in (2)4 the second 

from the first equation. The result is 

(37) 2R (i _ 
cos' , ( + n cos\Tl, nJTr 

cosi') cos,/ 

Using the values of T' and Tt' from (32), (37) becomes 



2R = 1-n cos?/+ 1 cos eU + 71+n 
cosyi(1 1 COSe_Ul T e±V cosoA n eos,S1' cos'A n cos,/ 

J 

jeu -ef i coscO -n cos -iv Te 
2 cosL' cos9') 

sinhu 2 2 2 cos - n cos ) T e 

Substitution of (27) into the above equation gives 

sinhu 4 
(38) R = 

2 
(1 - n2) T e 

-2i cose 
V 
sinf -n 

The complex conjugate of (38) is 

(39) = 
sinh 

2 
(1 - n2) T*eV 

2i cosPin r 

Lultiplication of (38) by (39) yields 

sinh2u 
¡RI2 = (1- 2) 

IT!2 

Using (36) this becomes 

sinh2u( 2 
(1O) R 1R12 = 

(sin2? -n2) + sinh2u(1-n2) 

Adding (36) and (J..0) gives the relation 

(141) R+T11. 

Equation (ho) gives the reileátion coefficient for E perpendicular to 

the plane of incidence. 

Next consider Case II, where E is parallel to the piane of 

incidence. The components of interest are E, and H. From the form 

of (la), the y component of H for the incident wave is 



is 

ej(t_x59v0). 

The x component of (ii) of equation (1) is 

Hz 

-- z_ 15E 

The saine procedure as used in Case I gives 

iW = ik) C1 

= CH 
Y E1v1 

cosgi 

Thus the incident wave in the first medium is given by 

i) X Z COS)) 

(142) 

(i) X Siiiq'+ z cosf . 

X vi 

Likewise the reflected wave in medium i is 

(r) f iW(t X 51fl- Z C039 

Uy 
R,/Ç V1 

(143) 

X Z cos9 
Er) = -Rcos' e1 (t y1 

The wave in medium 2 for z increasing is 

X Sinyi+ Z COSE 
II. =T /e ' y2 

(14h) 

I i(t X sin'+ Z COSl') 
T cosy'e 



For z decreasing, 

IÇ = T" \/ 
e10(t 

X sinÇt'- Z COS 
V2 

(15) 

= -T" cost' eWt Sin'- Z COS4' 
V2 

The transmitted wave in mediura i is 

46) 

(t)_ m e'(t :_f + z cos9 
) -i Vi 

X sin9+ z COSE) 
T cose 

Application of the boundary conditions at z = O gives 

:)47) 

E(1) + E(r) = E' + E" 
X X X X 

H + H(r) = H' + H" * 

y y y y 

At z d, the relation is 

(L8) 

4 + E = E(t) 

Using (22) and (23), (L7) becomes 

(L9) 

os 
i - R = (Te - T") cose 

i + R = (T' + T") n 

16 
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Using the definitions of u and y in (25), (b8) becomes 

(SO) 

T'e - TTIeU = T eV COQ 
cos, 

Tte' + TtteU = T eV 1 
n 

Elimination of R from (119) gives 

(51) 2 = (n 
COS2) 

T' 
COSb) 

T" + (n 
- cose 

Eliminating first T" and then T' from (50) gives 

(52) 

2T' = cosq\ u-iv 
T e 

2T' (i cosq'\ -u-iv Te 
cost'J 

Using (52), (51) becomes 

+ + c05)eu + n - 9eIT e_iv 
L 

CO5 n cos2 \ cosz n COS' 
J 

= + ___ + n 005ì)e + (2 - n cosf2)e_ul T 
L fl cos' n COs' C055b/ 

J 

which becomes 

Te lincos 

(2n cos1 cos,Ø' + cos2' + n 

cos 5' 
29 )eU + (2n cosç1' cosft' 

_ co52 - n2cos27 )e. 
Substitution of (27) into the above expression gives 

-iv_ -2i cos9 
T e 

(ee1)1(_sin2 
+n2) 

1 _ 
(eu+e_u,)(2. 

cosqsin2 2 

or 
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2n2i eosq V51n29 
(S3) T e' 

smb u(6mn292 )+2n21 cosh u cosVi29 -n2 

The complex conjugate of (53) is 

-2n21 
(5)4) T*eV - 

sixth u(sin25z2 _n2n)4cos2q) -2n2i cosh u cos Ç2ip....n2 

The product of (53) and (5)4) then gives 

(5t-') 
(Ti2 = 

).lco2, (sj29 -n2) 
sinh u(sin29-n )2+Lricos2 cosh u(sin9 -n ). 

The denominator simplifies using cosh2u i + sinh2u and becomes 

or 

sinh2u smn29 -n2)2 - 2nhcos29 (sfr2 -n2) + n8cos9 

+ cos2p (sin29 2)] 
(sin29-n2), 

sinh2u(sin2 )2 
i.ni1co52? (sin29J -n2). 

Multiplying n2 in the first term by sin2f + cos29' 1 brings the 

coefficient of sixth2u above into the form 

(1 - rA2)2 n2cos2q) 2 

Thus (55) can be written 

(56) T = 1T12 = 
h (sin29 - n2) 

'I 

sinh2u(1-n2)in29 -n2cos29 )2+Lincos29 (sin29' -n2). 

(56) is the transmission coefficient for E parallel to the plane of 

incidence. 
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To obtain the reflection coefficient subtract the first equation 

of (L9) from the second. The result is 

(57) 2 
CO5b)$ 

+ (n + COS')Ttt R - n - ____ ____ 
cos?? COS$7 

Again using (52), (57) becomes 

LR - 
L 

COSÇb\ i COSU 
+ (n CO5b)(1 - C0540)e_UJ T e±hT - n- j( + 

cose cosp' cosf n cost' 

____ ____ ____ ____ -iv COSQ2 i COS U CO5 i COS%)e_UJ T e = ____ - 0)e - (n - ____ 

or 

______ 22 2\ -iv Siflh U 
(n cos 9 - cos $' T e (58) 2R 

n cos9 cos5" 

Substitution of (27) into (56) gives 

2R Slflh U (n2cos SinP 
) T e , 

-i COS? Vin2 

or 

-iv Slflh U (ncos2? + sin2' -n2) T e (59) 2R 
-in2cosY2 -n2 

The complex conjugate of (59) is 

(60) 2R 
2 

sinh u 
(n14cos2f + s1n29' -n2) Te 

in cossin2_n2 

The product of (59) and (60) is 

(61) 1R12 
sinh2u 

2 
(fl052 + sin2-n2)2 ¡TI2 

)4r114cos2q (sin291 -n ) 

Using (56), (61) becomes 

(62) R,, ¡RI 
2 sinh2u (1-n2)2(sin2l -n2cos2' )2 

sinh2u(1-n2(sin2q-n2cosq')2 + ncos'(sinp-n2) 
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where as in Case I the sum of the coefficients is unity. 

(63) =1 

Hence (62) is the reflection coefficient for E parallel to the plane 

of incidence. 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES: 

1. Description of equipment: 

Figure 2 is a photograph of the equipment used, while Figure 3 

presents a schematic sketch of the equipment. The paraffin prisms 

were constructed by first cutting l inch thick slabs to nearly the 

desired triangular shape. A slab was placed in the bottom of a metal 

fox and then covered with molten paraffin. This process was repeated 

until the prism vs built up to the desired height. It was felt that 

this method of construction would produce a sufficiently homogeneous 

prism. Actually, a perfectly homogeneous prism could be made by 

surrounding the form with a water bath at about lL0°F . and filling 

the form with molten paraffin. Then by gradual reduction of the 

temperature of the water over a period of several days, perhaps, the 

paraffin could be cooled at such a rate as to form a homogeneous prism. 

Upon removal from the forms , the prism faces were made plane by means 

of a special cutting tool and a mifling machine. All angles were held 

to vdthin i/1 degree, the tolerance applying to normality of the faces 

with respect to the base of the prism as well as to the L4$ and 90° 

angles between the faces. 

The source of electromagnetic energy was a Sperry 1l9E reflex 
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klystron. The reflector supply of the tube was amplitude modulated 

with a 1000 cycles per second square wave. The cavity of the tube 

was tunable and the power output was about 100 mi11ivatts. The energy 

output of the klystron was carried by means of a coaxial cable to ari 

adapter between the trpe N connector of the coaxial cable and 

conventional i inch by 1/2 inch x-band wave guide. The energy was 

coupled into the wave guide by means of a probe and the TE0,1 mode 

was propagated. The next component in the wave guide line was a 20 

decibel di.rectional coupler, which provided a reference signal for 

monitoring purposes. A General Electronic Industries model l2l 
cavity type wavemeter was the next coiponent. It was capable of wave 

length determinations to three decimal places. The line was 

terminated by an electromagnetic horn with an aperture of 1 cm. by 

12 cm. in the H and E planes respectively. The flare angle of this 

transmitting horn was 18.S°. The radiated wave next passed through a 

30.xl6.7 crn.wide rectangular hole cut in a piece of absorbing screen. 

The absorbing screen was a 1/Ii inch sheet of plywood about 1 ft. wide 

and 3 ft. high. The surface toward the transmitting horn was covered 

with aquadag impregnated cloth and the opposite side was covered with 

aluminum foil. The absorbing screen was located i meter from the 

transmitting horn and 10 cm. from the face of the first prism, so 

that the diaphragm was located symmetrically with respect to the 

prism face, Two identical receiving horns were placed 20 cm. from 

appropriate prism faces in order to pick up the reflected and 

transmitted energy. The horn apertures were 6 cm. by 5 cm. in the 

H and E planes respectively, and the flare angle of the horns was 
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1O.;o. Both horns and the directional coupler were terminated with 

boloineters (type 82x Sperry Barretter), which are linear with radio 

frequency power when biased with about 8 milliamperes d.c. current. 

As the modulated r-f power is coupled to the bolometer, a periodic 

resistance change occurs in the wire and a varying current 

proportional to power flovs into a transformer primary located in the 

amplifier(5, p. 602). All three bolometers fed into a switch box by 

means of coaxial cable. The output of' the switch box was taken by 

coaxial cable to a tuned audio amplifier, designed to operate a 

Ballantine Model 300 voltmeter as the indicating device, the unit 

being linear over a range of 100 decibels. A schematic diagram of the 

amplifier is given (S, p. 60S), The output of the amplifier was 

conveyed by coaxial cable to the Ballantiné voltmeter, Thus by means 

of the switch box either the monitor reference signal, or the reflected 

or transniitted power could be indicated immediately on the voltmeter. 

2. Measurement of reflection and transmissioncoefficients: 

It will be noted that the two receiving horns are located in 

medium 2 (air). Actually, there is no objection to this, since the 

horns are equidistant from the prism faces and hence the ratio between 

the signals freni the two horns is not changed. 

When the hypotenuse surfaces of both prisms made contact with 

each other, a homogeneous cube was formed and total transmission 

occurred. Each horn was moved parallel to its prism face until a 

maximtun reading on the voltmeter was obtained. These readings and 

the monitor reading taken at the instant of measurement were then 
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recorded. The prism, upon which the radiated wave from the 

transmitting horn is incident, was called prism 1, and it remained 

fixed throughout the experiments. The second prism was next displaced 

parallel to the direction of the incident wave an amount such that 

the separation of the hypotenuse surfaces was 0.1 wave length. Again 

the horns were peaked up by moving paraflel to the prism faces at a 

distance of 20 cm. from their respective faces. Again the monitor 

and both horn readings were recorded. This procedure was followed 

throughout the entire experiment for different values of d. 

After the data was obtained, the power coefficients were found 

in the following manner. AU readings were normalized to a constant 

monitor reading . Then the sum of the two horn readings for each 

value of d was recorded. The average value of these sums was taken 

as a measure of the intensity of the incident wave, and ratios of the 

normalized horn readings to this average value gave the desired 

reflection and transmission coefficients. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

The experimental and theoretical power coefficients for 50 
= 

and n = .667 are shown graphically in Figures I. and and in tabular 

form in Tables I and II. The index of refraction n l/ and 

!Ç, 2.25 at microwave frequencies (3, p. S2). Thus 

q2 sin-.667 Ll.9°. The agreement between theory and experiment 

is better for EL. Very likely the layer construction of the paraffin 

prisms alters the theoretical analysis for E11, since the layers are 
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then parallel to the electric field, and possibly a wave guide action 

is produced that does not effect EL. Tables I and II show that the 

average value of T + R for both cases is unity, which confirms 

equations (1l) and (63). The average percentage deviation between 

experimental and theoretical values for power coefficients greater 

than 0.2 is less than 6% for both cases. 

Thus, in view of the fact that the theory of penetration into the 

rarer medium in total reflection has been developed rigorously and 

verified experimentally to a greater degree of precision than by any 

knm experiments, the purpose of this research has been accomplished. 
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Table I. 

Numerical Values of Coefficients for Ei.. 
deation for 

Experimental Theoretical coefficients > 0.2 
d/A T T +RL T.L T R 

o .9)42 .002 .99)4 1.000 .000 5.80 

.1 .956 .085 1.0)41 .881 .119 8.51 

.2 .666 .362 1.028 .627 .373 6.22 2.95 

.3 .Li6 .583 .99 )4u .589 1.22 1.02 

.)4 .2)49 .751 1.000 .261 .739 )4.60 1.62 

.5 .155 .828 .983 .166 .83)4 .72 

.6 .103 .901 1.00)4 .103 .897 

.7 .059 .9)45 1.00)4 .065 .935 1.07 

.6 .033 .972 1,005 .0)42 .958 l.)46 

.9 .022 .965 .987 .027 .973 .82 

1.0 .02)4 .965 .989 .017 .983 1.83 

1.2 .030 .987 1.017 .007 .993 .60 

Average 1.000 Average 5.27 1.25 



Table II. 

Numerical Values of Coefficients for 

% deviation for 
Eperirnental Theoretical coefficients > 0.2 

d/A T4 

o 1.005 

1 .885 

.2 .72)4 

.3 .598 

14 .1472 

.5 .3)42 

.6 .226 

.7 .178 

.8 .150 

.9 .119 

1.0 ,oy6 

1.2 .058 

i.14 .030 

.000 

.123 

.299 

1439 

5)41 

650 

.770 

.806 

8)42 

.865 

930 

.9)47 

915 

Average 

I 
+: 

¡f 

1.005 

1,008 

1.023 

1.037 

1.013 

992 

.996 

.98)4 

992 

.98)4 

1.006 

1.005 

.9)45 

1 000 

I 000 

.950 

810 

.6)40 

147)4 

.337 

.227 

.152 

.100 

066 

.0)42 

.018 

.007 

.000 

. 050 

.190 

. 360 

526 

. 663 

. 773 

.8)48 

. 900 

.93)4 

. 958 

. 982 

. 993 

.50 

6.85 

10 60 

6.56 

.142 

1.148 

.14)4 

Average 3.814 

21.90 

2.85 

1.96 

.39 

14.95 

6.14)4 

7.39 

2 93 

3.57 

7 96 

6.03 
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